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I. INTRODUCTION 
The properties of elliptic operators are extensively discussed in the litera- 
ture, but, due to the generality of these operators there are still many open 
problems. In this work, we shall restrict ourselves to a subclass of these 
operators and we shall discuss existence and uniqueness of the Dirichlet 
problem as well as analytic&y of solutions. 
The class will be that of homogeneous elliptic operators with constant 
coefficients. These operators are of the form: 
01 is a multi-index 01~ , . . . . 01, a, are constants; S/axu denotes 
aqaq . . . ax2 
and the ellipticity condition is: for any real vector .$ = (4;) . . . . &J # 0, 
Z,,, =2m a~? # 0. We shall assume also that A is properly elliptic. This condi- 
tion means that for any two real vectors [ = (fr , . . . . 6,) # 0, 
rl = (71 > . . . . rl,) f  0, 
the polynomial in z: p(z) = Z,laln2m a,(( + ,zqp has m roots with a positive 
imaginary part and m roots with a negative imaginary part. 
Furthermore, we shall restrict the domain to be the unit ball. In this case 
we shall be able to reduce the problem to an algebraic one. The details of the 
reduction process will be given in Section II. From this we shall obtain the 
* This work was sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation grant 
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necessary and sufficient conditions for solutions of the Dirichlet problem 
(Theorem 2.2). In particular, the following theorems are true: 
THEOREM 2.1. If  Au = P, u has zero Dirichlet data and P is a polynomial, 
then u is a polynomial. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Any solution of the homogeneous equation is a polynomial. 
THEOREM 2.3. There exists a sequence of matrices ( Mi) having the property: 
For any polynomial P in R(A) of d g e ree i there exists a polynomial Q of degree 
i+2m: 
AQ = P Q = (r2 - 1)” . MCP. 
If a unique solution exists it is given explicitely by this equation 
THEOREM 2.4. A su@ient condition for a solution to the Dirichlet problem 
to exist is: The a, are not algebraically dependent over the rational field, i.e., 
there is no polynomial P(y, , y2 , . . ., yi) with integral coej%nts such that 
P(a, , . . . . a, , . . . . Ui) = 0. 
It is obvious that this condition is not necessary (take d as an example). 
In Section III, we shall embed the coefficients in quotient rings in order 
to get some sufficient conditions for existence and perturbation theorems. 
In Section IV we shall discuss the two-dimensional case, in particular the 
operator A”. Section VI will deal with the problem of global analyticity. 
The Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem states that for initial value problems the 
solutions are analytic in about the same domain as the coefficients of the 
operator and the initial-value data. In the boundary value case there are 
some theorems dealing with local analyticity (cf. Morrey and Nirenberg [I]). 
We shall obtain some results concerning global analyticity of which the 
following are the most important. 
Let us define the classes A, for R > 1 as follows: 
DEFINITION. f E fl, 4 f = &~,, Pi( x w ere the P,(x) are polynomials ) h 
having at most the degree i and satisfying for any E > 0 
where A, is a constant that may depend on f (but not on R). 
THEOREM 6.1. If  Au =f andfeA, then UEA,. 
As we shall see, the classes (1, are classes of analytic functions in the complex 
n variables z, , . . . a, . For R > 1 the domain of analyticity contains an open 
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set in the complex n-dimensional space which covers the real n-dimensional 
unit ball. 
We shall find a relation between R and the domain of analyticity, and as 
a corollary of this relation we shall establish: 
THEOREM 6.3. If  Au = f and f is entire in the complex n-dimensional 
space then u is entire. 
II. THE EQUIVALENT ALGEBRAIC PROBLEM 
It is well known that an elliptic boundary value problem gives rise to a 
Fredholm operator having the following properties: Its null space N(A) 
is finite dimensional; its range R(A) is closed and dim R(A)+ (the orthogonal 
complement of R(A)) is finite. Moreover, the following estimates are valid 
for f  in the domain of A (i.e. f  satisfies the boundary conditions) 
Ilf IIan G C <II Af II + Ilf II> f  E D, (2.0) 
llfllzm~~‘IIAfll fEDAnN( (2-l) 
where II II denotes the L2 norm and 
(cf. Agmon [2] and Schecter [3]). 
In the constant-coefficient case it is also known that the index of 
A (dim N(A) - dim N(A*)) is zero (cf. Kaniel and Schecter [4]). 
We shall utilize these properties in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (Hi) be a sequence ofjkite dimensional subspaces satisfying: 
H~CH~,,;l?=$H~isdenseinH. 
i=l 
(2.2) 
Then for some j and any i 3 j there exists a subspace Wj E Hi: 
Hi = Hi n R(A) @ Wj. 
dim Wj = dim R(A)+. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
( Wj is not necessarily orthogonal to Hi n R(A).) 
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PROOF. Denote by P the projection operator on R(A)‘. For any i choose 
Wi so that Iii = Hi n R(A) @ Wi; hence 
dim I& = dim PW, = dim PH, < dim R(A) * (2.5) 
As Hi C H,+1 it follows that PW, C PWiT1 CR(A)+ and as dim H(A)+- 
is finite there exists an indexj: 
PW, = PW, for any i >j. (2.6) 
It is clear that for any i >j the spaces Hi n R(A) and Wj are disjoint. More- 
over, by (2.5) and (2.6) dim W, = dim Wj hence (2.3) follows. 
Suppose now that (2.4) is false. Then there existsf:fE R(A)+ andf 1 Wi; 
therefore by (2.3) f  1 Hi f  or any i which contradicts the hypotheses. 
LEMMA 2.2. If U(X) is de$ned in the closed unit ball, infinitely dzgerentiable 
there and the normal derivatives Su(x)/ani = 0 on the sphere for i = 0, 1, . . . . 
m-l then: 
u(x) = (rz - l)%(x) 
where v(x) is injkitely dzrerentiable. 
PROOF. The first step will be to reduce the problem to the case m = 1. 
Suppose that in this case the lemma is true and suppose that U(X) satisfies 
the lemma’s conditions for some m > 1. Then u(x) = (9 - 1) v(x) where 
v(x) is infinitely differentiable (in the closed sphere). Hence, for any i < m 
a+(x) i i 
r= a 1 
5 (r2 - 1) -&$ v(x). 
j=o j an3 
If x is on the sphere the left hand side is zero while the right hand side is 
equal to i. (ai-l/LJni-l) v(x). Th ere ore f  v(x) satisfies the lemma’s conditions 
for m - 1. Now we can divide again by (r2 - 1) and finally get the desired 
result. 
Obviously, it is sufficient to consider only some neighborhood of some 
point x on the sphere. In particular we may choose x = (1, O,O, . . . . 0). In 
this case consider the polar coordinates: 
x1 = r cos v1 
x2 = r sin ~~ cos v2 
x, = r sin p1 sin ‘ps . . . sin p+r 
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and the transformation T: 
(Xl *** %J -+ (rlY1 9 ...? %-1). 
T(l, 0, . . . . 0) = (1, 0, . ..) 0); if f(x) vanishes on the unit sphere then f( TX) 
vanishes on the plane I = 1. And vice versa. 
The Jacobian of T is analytic in (r, p) and J(T)(l, 0, . . . . 0) = 1. Hence 
T and T-l preserve the class of infinitely differentiable functions in some 
neighborhood of (1, 0, . . . . 0). So it is sufficient to prove the following: If  
fc% ... x,) is defined in a half space, say x1 2 0, if f vanishes on the plane 
x1 = 0 and is infinitely differentiable at some neighborhood of (0, 0, . . . . 0) 
then 
f(Xl .*. xn) = X&(X1 . . . xn) 
where g(x, . . . x,) is infinitely differentiable at some neighborhood of (1, 
0, . . . 0). 
Any tangential (with respect to the plane x1 = 0) derivative ay(x)/8xT 
satisfies 
Hence all the tangential derivatives of f(x)/xl are well-defined, bounded, 
and they vanish on x1 = 0. Therefore it is sufficient to consider only the 
normal derivatives of some fixed tangential derivative of f(x)/xl. But this 
problem is one-dimensional and the result is well-known. Thus the proof 
is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For f  injinitely d$$rentiable the following two problems 
are equivalent: 
Problem A: existence and uniqueness of u: 
Au = f  on the ball, Su(x)/M = 0 on the sphere 0 < i < m - 1 
Problem B: existence and uniqueness of v: 
A(r2 - 1)“~ = f  on the ball, v  infinitely differentiable up to the boundary. 
PROOF. I f  f is infinitely differentiable then u is also (cf. Schechter [3]) and 
so by Lemma 2.2, u = (Y” - l)?~. 
On the other hand it is obvious that u = (Y” - I)‘% is a solution to Problem 
A. 
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LEMMA 2.3. If Q is a polynomial having zero Dirichlet data, then 
Q = (r’ - 1)‘V 
where P is a polynomial. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the following statement: If Q vanishes 
on the sphere then Q = (r2 - l)R where R is a polynomial, because if Q 
has zeros of order m, R will have zeros of order m - 1; thus by m-fold 
iteration we shall prove the lemma. Let us single out the variable x, and 
write Q as: 
Q(x1 , .*a, x,) = 2 XiQj(Xl ) . . . , X,-l). 
j=O 
Let us use the identity 
n-1 
2 
x, = 1 -Cx:+(r”-1) 
i=l 
and let us replace the even powers of x, to get: 
8(x1 > . . . . 4 = R&l, . ..> ~-1) + X&(X, , . . . . ~-1) 
+ (r2 - 1) %(x1, . . . . x,-l 1). 
We have to prove that R,(x, , . . . . x+r) and R,(x, , . . . . x+r) are identically 
zero. Indeed, choose any vector (x1 , xa , . . . . x,-r) so that x&r xi2 < 1 
and consider the two points (x1, . . . . x+r , x,), (x1, . . . . x,+r , -xn) so that 
xTS, xi2 = 1. Q vanishes at these points; so does r2 - 1, hence: 
4(x, > . . . . x,-J + x,&(x, , . . . . ~-1) = 0 
Wx, 9 . . . . xnvl) - x,R,(x, , . . . . x+-l) = 0. 
Thus the polynomials R, and R, vanish for any point (x1 , . . . . x+r): 
~~~rl x2 < 1 and hence identically. 
Let us denote by Hi the space of polynomials of degree at most i in 
(Xl 9 .,., x,), and let us denote by T the operator A(r2 - 1)” and by Ti the 
operator T restricted to Hi. As multiplication by (r2 - 1)” raises the degree 
of any polynomial by 2m while the application of the homogeneous operator 
A lowers the degree by 2m (at least) it is clear that TH, C Hi. Hence Ti 
may be considered as matrices over Hi. 
Let us write Hi as the direct sum: 
Hi = Hi n R(T,) @ Vi 
where Vi is any complementary subspace. 
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The “Fredholm alternative” for the matrix Ti leads to : 
dim Vi = dim Hi n N( Ti). (2.7) 
By the definition of Ti if P E N(T,) then PE Hi and A(? - I)mP = 0 so 
the polynomial Q = (rz - l)mP belongs to N(A) n Hi+zm . 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3 if Q E N(A) n Hi+Bm thenQ = (r” - l)mP 
where P E Hi and consequently PE N(T,). So there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between polynomials in N(T,) and N(A) n Hi+Bm , hence: 
dim Hi n N(T,) = dim Hi+2nz n N(A). (2.8) 
Let us express Hi by the sum: 
Hi = Hi n R(A) @ Wi 
for some Wi. It is clear that Hi n R(A) 3 Hi n R(T,), therefore 
dim Wi < dim Vi for any i. (2.9) 
The spaces Hi satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2.1 so (2.3) and (2.4) hold. 
By that, (2.9), (2.8), and the fact that the index of A is zero: 
dim N(A) = dim N(A*) = dim R(A)+ = dim Wj = dim Wi < dim Vi 
= dim Hi+2m n N(A) < dim N(A) (i Z j). 
(2.10) 
Therefore, we have equality signs in (2.9) and (2.10) and consequently 
fLZ?Tl n N(A) = N(A) or N(A) C Hi+Bm (2.11) 
dimWi=dimVi for ;>j (2.12) 
Hi n R( TJ = Hi n R(T) = Hi n R(A) i>j (2.13) 
Equation (2.13) states that any polynomial in the range of A is of the form 
AQ where Q is a polynomial; (2.11) is just corollary (2.1), so (2.13) + (2.11) 
= Theorem 2.1. 
The preceding considerations lead to another consequence. 
THEOREM 2.2. A necessary and su$icient condition for the existence (and 
uniqueness) of a solution to the Dirichlet problem is: 
The matrices Ti are regular for any i. 
PROOF. I f  all these matrices are regular then for any polynomial P there 
exists a solution u: Au = P. As polynomials are dense it follows that for any 
f E L2 there exists v: Av = f. 
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As the index of A is zero existence implies uniqueness. 
If  one of these matrices is singular then by (2.13) there exists a polynomial 
which is not in R(A). 
Let us turn now to the proof of Theorem 2.3. The transformations 7’i 
are regular on a subspace of Hi having the same dimension as Hi n R(A) 
(by 2.13). S o d fi e ne Mi to be the inverse transformation from Hi n R(A) 
to that subspace. (If Ti are regular then Md = T;l.) In order to get D, we 
have to multiply DTi by (9 - 1)“. 
By Theorem 2.3 we have explicit solutions only for polynomials. In general 
when a unique solution exists we can get an approximate solution by the 
following procedure: 
Let Af = g. Choose a polynomial P such that /lg - PII < E and let i 
denote its degree. Then by (2.1) 
Let us represent the transformation Ti by a matrix whose entries are 
(t,A,,), where p and y  are multi-indices ( p 1 < i, I y  I < i. t,, will be defined 
as the coefficient of XY in the polynomial 
A(9 - l)mxfi = 
It is easy to see that any tPY is linear in the coefficients of A with integral 
coefficients. The matrix is singular if its determinant is zero. By the preceding 
argument the determinant is polynomial in the a, with integral coefficients. 
Therefore if Ti is singular the a, are algebraically dependent. By Theorem 
2.2 the singularity of one of the Ti implies nonexistence of a general solution, 
so we proved Theorem 2.4. 
By the same argument we can easily prove the following 
THEOREM 2.5. There exists a sequence of polynomials P,(y, , yz , . . . . yE , . . . . 
yi) with integral coeficients having the property: 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the operator A to have a polynomial 
of degree k (OY less) in the null space is: 
P%(aI , a2 , . . . . a, , . . . . ai) = 0. (2.14) 
PROOF. Pk are the determinants that correspond to the matrices Tk. 
The transformations Ti are complicated in general, but they can be re- 
placed by simpler ones. Let us denote by fit the spaces of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree i and by S the transformation A+. As A is homogene- 
ous it is clear that S transforms fi;. into itself; let us denote S:fij by &. The 
relation between Si and Ti is given by the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Si are regular for any i if and only if Ti are. The first j for 
which S,(Tj) is singular is the same for which Tj(Sj) is. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the second half of the lemma. For any 
polynomial Q let us denote by Qk the homogeneous part of degree K. If  Q 
is of degree p and A(r2 - 1)““Q = R then R, = Ar2”Q9. I f  i is the first 
index for which Ti is singular there exists a polynomial P having the degree 
i so that TiP = A(r2 - l)“tP = 0. Hence AY~~P~ = 0, therefore Si is 
singular. 
Suppose now that i is the first index for which Si is singular. Denote by 
Pi an homogeneous polynomial such that SPZ = 0. 
Let us define the homogeneous polynomials P;, (j < k < i) and Qt , 
(k ,( i) by: 
Q: = pf 
A(r2 - l,,( 2 Qi) =: 2 Pj” k = i - 1, i - 2, . . . . 0. 
j=iC+1 j=O 
Q; = -S;l p; 
It is easy to see by this definition that: 
A(r2 - 1)” i @ = 0 
j=O 
Therefore Ti is singular. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Theorem 2.2 remains valid if Ti are replaced by Si. 
An application of Corollary 2.3 will be given in Section IV. 
III. ALGEBRAIC PERTURBATIONS 
The algebraic approach enables one to establish a perturbation theorem 
where the perturbation itself is small not in the ordinary sense, but in a 
certain algebraic sense. 
Let us denote the subring of the complex numbers which is generated by 
the coefficients of A by F(A), a prime ideal of F(A) by K(A), and the corres- 
ponding quotient ring by F/K(A). We shall also denote by T,(A), S,(A) 
the matrices Ti and Si that represent the operator A. 
Let us denote by T,(A; P/K), &(A; F/K) the matrices which correspond 
to the transformation of the respective vector spaces over the quotient ring 
F/K. These vector spaces are composed of polynomials in n variables with 
coefficients in F/K. It is obvious that if T,(A; F/K) or &(A; F/K) are non 
singular then T,(A) and S,(A) are. Hence 
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THEOREM 3.1. A sufficient condition for the solution of Dirichlet problem 
is: For some prime ideal K, T,(A; F/K) and Si(A; F/K) are nonsingular. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If 
B= z b,$;F(A)zF(A+B); 
Iv l=2nz 
b, 3 0 (Mod K) for some prime ideal K and T,(A; F/K) or S,(A; F/K) are 
nonsingular for any i, then there exists a solution to the Dirichlet problem for 
A -l-B. 
PROOF. By the corollary’s conditions T,(A + B;F/K) or &(A + B; 
F/K) are nonsingular. 
An application to Corollary 3.1 will be given in Section IV. 
IV. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In general, the matrices Si are not easier to handle than Ti , but in the 
two-dimensional case a further reduction is possible. 
Let us denote the variables by (x, y) and transform them to (6,~) according 
to 
So the homogeneous operator A(ajax; ajay) is transformed into a homogene- 
ous operator B(a/a&; a/87), any polynomial of degree i into another one 
having the same degree, and in particular r2m is transformed to frn~“. 
Let us compute a matrix representation for the transformations Si using 
as a basis the polynomials Ej~~-j. In this case Si is represented by i x i 
matrix. Let us compute the entry Si,+ 
= 2 b, . ct + m)! 
k=O (t + m  - It)! 
. ft+m-k . (i ‘i ,” ‘, “:& 
‘7 i-t--m+k . @-t--m+k tCm-k 9 
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In this polynomial we have to choose the coefficients of &-8. Hence: 
Si us = bt+m--s. lt z, m)! . (’ -. t + m)1 
(2 - s)! 
. p-s. J 
As (t + m)! (; - t + m)! is dependent only on the row t and s! (i - s)! only 
on the column s, the singularity of Si is equivalent to the singularity of the 
matrix Si whose entries are: 
It looks like 
(4.1) 
b, b,+l . . . b,, 0 . . . 
ban--1 km 0 
. . . b 2m (4.2) 
for i 3 m. For i < m this matrix is the i x i upper-left minor of the m x m 
matrix. 
Any condition that insures the regularity of these matrices implies a 
corresponding existence (uniqueness) property for a certain elliptic operator. 
Let us compute the matrices &$ for the operator A”. 
Am = ((a2/ax2) + (@/a~~))” = ((4(a/?$)(a/a7))m. 
Therefore, only b, # 0 in (4.1) and (4.2) hence for every i: 
$(A”) = 4”Ii. 
From (4.3) we deduce 
(4.3) 
THEOREM 4.1. If a solution to the Dirichlet problem exists for A then the 
Dirichlet problem for A”A is solvable. 
PROOF. $(AmA) = 4?$(A) # 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. If A is an operator of order 2m with rational coeficients; 
p is a gaussian integer and A” + p * A is elliptic then there exists a solution 
to the Dirichlet problem for Am + p . A. 
7 
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PROOF. By Corollary 3.1 choose K to be the integral multiples of p so 
F/K will be the gaussian integers (modp). In this quotient field: 
S’,(P C pA; F/K) = si(d”; F/K) = 4” . Ii regular for any i. 
VI. ANALYTICITY OF SOLUTIONS 
We shall turn now to the proof of Theorem 6.1. It needs some auxiliary 
theorems and lemmas. First of all, a theorem due to S. Bernstein. 
THEOREM. Let P(x) be a polynomial in one variable with complex coeficients 
having the degree i and bounded on the interval (- 1, 1) by M. Then for any 
z in the plane: 
I P(x) I < M(a + b)i, (6.1) 
where a and b are the semiaxes of the ellipse whose foci are 1 and - 1 and which 
passes through z (this estimate is sharp). 
PROOF. Consider the conformal mapping z = +(t $- l/t). The interval 
[ - 1, l] is mapped onto the unit circle and any ellipse: 
(Re a)” + (Ima)’ _ 1 -- 
a2 b2 
is mapped onto concentric circles: / E 1 = a + b and l/j 5 / = a + b. 
Choose the circle 1 5 1 < 1. In this case: 
Applying the maximum principle to the unit disc we obtain: 
1 P(z)] = !# <,G,=M(a+b)‘. __ 
Thus the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION. I f  x = (zl, . . . . an) is a point in the complex n-dimensional 
space, then a(z) and b(z) are defined as the respective maxima of the sets 
(a&)> and @d4> h w ere ai and b&) are the semiaxes of the ellipse 
having the foci 1 and -1 and passing through zi. 
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LEMMA 6.1. If  P( ) x is a polynomial in the n variables x1 , . . . . x, having 
the total degree i then on the unit ball: 
For any complex point z = (zr ,..., z,) : 
I PC4 I < (4.4 + b(z))i II P(x) llL, + in . (6.3) 
PROOF. For any point on the unit ball there exists a unit cube which lies 
in the ball and contains that point. Choose the cube I, containing a point 4 
for which maxizl <I / P(x) 1 is attained. 
Define an orthonormal system I&(x) for polynomials with degree < i 
defined on Ic by: 
where L,(y) are the Legendre polynomials for the interval [0, 11. 
For normalized Legendre polynomials: 
So Max 1 &(x) / < iniz. 
Express now any polynomial P(x) (deg <i) by P(x) = Z a&(x). It 
follows that : 
The number of the different I&(x) is in; hence 
This proves (6.2). 
Let us estimate R,(z) by Bernstein’s theorem 
k-1 k-l 
< W2 * [a(z) + b(z)]” . 
So we get (6.3) by combining the last estimate with (6.4). 
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Remark. This is not the best possible estimate (cf., for example, Szego 
and Zygmund [5]). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that Au = .f and f  is analytic in a 
ball of radius R > 1. Let us express u as the sum: u = v  $ w vL N(A); 
w E N(A). By Theorem 2.1, w is a polynomial and so it is sufficient to prove 
that v  is analytic. 
Let us express f  as the sum: f  = ,$, P,(X) where P,(X) are polynomials 
of degree i. The analyticity condition is: for any E > 0 
(6.5) 
The P,(X) are not necessarily in R(A); therefore, in order to get a solution 
by series we have to modify them. Let us denote the projection operator 
on R(A)+ by Q. As R(A)+ is finite dimensional we can choose a finite number 
of these polynomials 
Pi(X) I P&) , *‘*, Pk(X) 
that have the properties 
QPj(x) are linearly independent (6.6) 
for any i: QPi(x) = 5 a,,QG). 
j=l 
By (6.6) and (6.7) for any i andj: 
(6.7) 
II d’j(x) II < Cl II .ijQPj(x) I! G G II QPi(4 II G C, II P&) II . (6.8) 
Hence the polynomials P,(x) - $‘, aijPj(x) are in R(A) and by (6.8) 
II pi(x> - $ %jp(%) II < tc3 + l> II pi(x> II * 
j=l 
Let us expressf(x) as the sum 
f(x) = 2 Pj(x) . $ olij + 2 (P&c) - $ ..P,(,,) . (6.10) 
j-l i=O i=O j=l 
We have to verify that Ztzo olij is convergent and indeed by (6.18): 
I % I G G 
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So for small E the CQ are dominated by a convergent geometric progression. 
Now every term of (6.10) is in R(A). (The first double sum is also in R(A) 
because f(x) and the remaining summands are.) So define V,(x) by 
-- 
By (6.2) (2.1), and (6.9) 
< C’ -(C, + 1) * in * 
A, - (1 + c)i 
Ri . 
Choose a constant D by: 
P < D(1 + l )i for any i. 
By combining the two last estimates we get 
As E is arbitrary it follows that o’ = Zz& V,(x) is in fl,. By (6.10), the differ- 
ence v  - v’ is a polynomial (this is the solution that corresponds to the first 
double sum) hence v  E fl, and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6.2. Iff(x) E A, thenf( z is analytic in the open region S, dejined ) 
bY 
S, = (z: a(z) + b(z) < R) 
PROOF. We shall prove that if z E S,l, R’ < R, then the series 
f(4 = z ~44 
i-0 
is convergent. Indeed, by (6.3) 
< A, 2 (“’ * i + “)i . i?Z 
i=O 
and for small E(E < (R/R’ - 1) this sum is convergent. 
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THEOREM 6.2. If Au = f and f ( ) . z zs analytic in the open complex ball 
having the radius R then u is analytic in S,. 
PROOF. The analyticity condition implies that f tz/lR. Therefore by 
Theorem 6.1, u E /l, and by Lemma 6.2 u is analytic in S, . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.3. If  f is entire it belongs to any fl,; therefore 
u belongs to any S,. As uR S, covers the whole space it follows that u is 
entire. 
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